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The Crested Butt; M_e1tingPot:  A

A cookbook that's a culinary and social introduction
A review by Gary Sprung I Q ‘§_ _’-5,? -V-J‘
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complamt wnth the book 1s lts
lack of a recipe for plain old
sauerkraut. Judging by the wide



lhe Crested B_utte

A cookbool
A review by Gary Sprung

More than a recipe
cookbook, The Crested Butte
Melting Pot presents a social
history of a town strengthened
by the adversity and the beauty
of its surroundings and
circumstances. Just released in a
second revised edition, the
book's contribution to local
culture is major. No other
volume has paid such close
attention to the histories of the
individuals who built Crested
Butte. l 1 _ i

Myrtle M. and Michele
(pronounced "Mikel") Veltri
have also excelled as photo
editors. Their selections on
every page clearly illustrate
the solid, honest, hardworking
characters of Crested Butte's
rugged individuals. One of my
favorites does not even show a
face: Charles Veltri stands
facing his field of hay and the
hills around Brush Creek "
pitchfork in hand, clad in jeans i

and a plaid work shirt. His
stance and broad back make him
look unshakably wedded to the
Earth, the archetypal rancher.

American urbanites raised
on supermarkets, Big Macs, and
cooking conveniences may find
the diet portrayed in Mglgng
Egg altemately appealing and
well, less appealing. The fancy
Slavic breads, known as
Povitica, should make even the
most McDonald—addicted
gastric juices ow. Few would
think of Ielled Pig's Feet as a
"tasty breakfast dish." But I'll
bet many, if served the dish and l

told only its name, "Zulica,"
would love it.
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would love it.
Authentic. Ethnic. Local.

Not a distillation, not a
selection of what l some
"gourmet" thought acceptable
to the American palate.
Because it's so genuine, the book
might sell well if marketed to
an audience truly interested in
ethnic cooking. A restaurant
based on these menus with the
walls decorated with these
photos might ourish in New
York.

For Crested Butte's
newcomers, those who have

lived here less than, say,
fifteen years, the recipes offer a
chance to connect to the town's
history, to savor the flavor of
its traditional culture.

On the practical level, the
cake concoctions are probably
sure fire recipes for high
altitude baking. While the
authors disclaim any need for
altitude adjustments, nothing
befuddles the higé: altitude
baker as rnuchas cakes. The 12
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What do miners do for recreation? Go prospecting of course! Mike and John Panian, their mother,
Mrs. Paul Panian, Sr., Anne and her husband, Paul Panian. (Courtesy of Lucy Marasco)
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Mary Orazem Gallowich with Brandy Yaklich "Defender Range (Photo from
(Courtesy of Frank Orazem) Veltri's collection)



cakes in Melting Pot have been never been a problem in Crested weight. They heartily partook
baked so many times that the Butte, canning ourished as a of sugary breads and treats and
recipes must be perfectly means of providing for the long ate generous helpings, of
adapted to 9000 feet (especially winter. Ntrosiana; , Veltri potatoes (see, for example, Ruby
Mary Yelenick's Chocolate Potestio provides at spectacular ,Gardiner's Date Bars and Helen
Chiffon Cake—yum!). i "Antipasto" which includes Matkovich's Potato Pancakes).

The book also offers some tuna, capers,~ mushrooms, The traditional Crested Butte
good ideas on uses of the few pimentos, olives, pickles, diet included suet boiled into
local wild foods: sh, venison, tomato, bell peppers, celery, pudding, then smothered in
mushrooms, rasberries. Local, carrots, artichoke hearts and sugar sauce, with whiskey
food production was far more anchovy paste in a recipe ample optional in the sauce.
important then than now: enough to fill24 to 30 jars. Proteins exhibited the
"Appreciating natural beauty, Those shivering from the ethnic origins most clearly. The
Crested Butte's people surround cold climate can find here a Croatian and Slavic styles often
themselves with it, but most host of recipes designed to give used meat mixed with
gardens were devoted almost maximum calories. Few of the sauerkraut, gasmin __Sister Ann
exclusively§tofood." » C a. - t hard ~wor~king -people shad» to Spehar"s‘ ' ‘"Pork’““‘Roas't‘“'"with

While refrigeration has worry about gaining too much Sweet and Sauer Kraut." My one



complaint with the Ibook is its
lack of a recipe for plain old
sauerkrauL._]udging by the wide
variations in the store—bought
product, the local diet must
have included several excellent
recipes for pickled cabbage.

The Italians diversified
the Crested Butte style with
their pastas and seasonings. I
like Shirley Anders‘ ravioli,
sauce which included black and
red pepper, cloves, rosemary,
marjoram and bay leaf. Her
husband provides one of the
simplest creations. George's
Onion Salad. Bake the onions
until tender and juicy, cool, then
season and dress with oil and
vinegar to individual taste. “ i ‘

The revised and enlarged
‘second edition of The Crested_____._.._.i._.___
gttg Melting" Pot came about,-
write Myrtle and Michele,
because "Crested Butte and its
people had continued to
evolve...In * addition, our
viewpoints had broadened."
Besides including recipes from
some newer residents such as
Sandy and Genevieve Cortner
and Kay ‘Drury, the Veltris
reect on the conflict between
the old and new Crested Buttes
during the time between the two
editions:

"The natural inclination to
modify and modernize shocked
the oldtimers, -remembering
that all aspects of their litle
world had been built or acquired
only with much effort and self-
denial. Mutual resentment
peaked in the “late 1970s and
early 1980s when large scale
mining seemed a possibility
once more.
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"The natural inclination. to
modify ‘and modernize shocked
the oldtimers, remembering
that all aspects of their litle
worldhad been built or acquired
only with much effort and self-
denial. Mutual resentment
peaked in the "late 1970s and
early 1980s when large scale
mining seemed a possibility
once more. '

. "...The elderly accepted
change" as inevitable, and
recognized some of their
neighbors as sincere and willing
to. work. Many of the young
recognized and respected. it the
strength and determination
which kept a town falive. »With
the passage of time the worst
fears of both sides failed -to
materialize; the more strident
voice moved on."

The Melting Pot may take
that reconciliation further by
helping the young to understand
the old. The old culture is
covered thoroughiv: . the
tamburitza orcl1es+:~-as, the
"Kebler Pass walking; s¢>.:iety,"
religious traditions brought
from Eastem Europe, and the
tough jobs in the icoal mines.
Proud partiers of? the new
generation will find it hard to
match the weddings
and fast polkas of old. .

Thanks to‘ Myrtle andMisbsle. ,
Butte‘ ‘M‘eltin“g' ’ Pot‘ 'is“a great gift
to the community.


